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position, even if a sound or keyboard changes. 

“Each keyboard is a controller as well as a module,” David continues. “I like to have a lot of zones spread out 
over a lot of keyboards, which minimizes program changes. I don’t see myself going to fewer keyboards 
anytime soon. I really use all of each keyboard to accommodate all the zones I need.  In any given song, I can 
have eight to ten different patches, depending on the key range of each sound.” 

What if David’s full rig can’t be accommodated at any given gig? “I can always function with one keyboard,” he 
says. “Sometimes when we do corporate dates, we have a scaled down production. For those gigs I just bring 
a Kurzweil K2600X and I remap things to work as best as possible on that. I just need to change programs 
more frequently. I love the internal sounds, and I’ve also sampled sounds from my big rig to load into it for 
those types of shows.” Even though it’s tougher to carry around, David’s big rig is still his favorite way to play. 
“I like having the response of different envelopes, oscillators, and filters coming from different types of 
keyboards because it gives you more of a dynamically changing tonality, as opposed to playing a sample of 
the whole thing. You lose the richness if you do it all with one keyboard.” 

After performing the same songs, concert after concert, one might expect a sideman like David to grow tired of 
an artist’s material. “Usually, by the end of a tour, I am really tired of an artist’s music,” he admits. “But I don’t 
seem to get tired of Billy’s music. And fortunately, neither does his audience. It’s timeless and it’s a lot of fun to 
play.” 

 

The Nervous Center 
To keep his multi-keyboard rig running as a single entity, David still uses his beloved Opcode Studio 5 MIDI 
interface, which “sends out volume change, mapping, zoning, and everything else to all the instruments.” All of 
this is pre-programmed into the Studio 5 during rehearsals. “I send a program change to the Studio 5 from my 
[Lake Butler] Mitigator [foot switches], where I have all the songs set up, and then I put them in the show order 
for each night. I have two Mitigators, one in the order of the set list, and one which has all the songs in 
alphabetical order, so if Billy pulls something out pretty quickly that’s not in the set list, which he often does, I’m 
ready for it.” Such intense programming took a long time, but was worth it for David. “After countless hours of 
programming, the whole rig changes in an instant.” 

The Studio 5 isn’t a current piece of gear, though, and David has yet to find anything that can replace it in his 
rig. “I would like to see a product that can control soft synths, hardware keyboards, and modules with the same 
power of control as the Studio 5 had over solely external modules,” he says. “Obviously, the Studio 5 was pre-
USB, so something needs to come out that can interface with today’s computers.  Apple’s MainStage comes 
close but currently only supports control of internal plug-ins.” 

  David takes great care to maintain his system. “I have the Studio 5 running on an old G3 laptop. I have 
double spares of both but it’s very stable. I found a perfect match between the OS, the laptop, and the Studio 
5. It never crashes, and it keeps going. It’s certainly not my intent to use it forever, but until there’s a system 
that allows me to have the same level of control over the entire rig, for now, I’m still using it. 

“It enables me to use the entire rig and have it function as a single instrument which is really important when 
you’re trying to get multiple textures and recreate layers of sounds,” says David. “In Billy’s music, where the 
sounds span 30 years of keyboard technology, I need to use a lot of different modules and it needs to function 
as one big instrument, not a pile of modules and keyboards. The brain of the system is a critical component to 
how the whole thing operates.”  

 



 

 

 

 



On Broadway 
David’s first professional Broadway theatre experience evolved out of his work with Billy Joel. “I was the synth 
programmer and associate music director for Movin’ Out,” he says, referring to the Tony-winning Twyla Tharp 
dance extravaganza set to the legendary songwriter’s works. “It was an interesting show because the music 
and dance told the story without dialog. I put all the sounds for it together, did the synth programming, and 
helped with the arrangements as well.” 

David’s years with Billy made him the natural choice for another key role in the production. “Because I’m so 
familiar with the music, I worked with the piano players they hired to make sure they were playing the parts 
right. A lot of guys came in thinking they played Billy’s music correctly, but they were actually playing piano bar 
versions — close, but not quite right. There’ve been four productions of it so far — the original Broadway 
show, two US tours, and a London production — and I went around and trained all the piano men.” 

David’s success with Movin’ Out paved the way for another, similarly exciting Broadway gig. “There’s a new 
Broadway musical coming later this year called A Tale of Two Cities for which I am the synth programmer,” 
David continues. “We only had room in the pit for violin, cello, double bass, trumpet, French horn, timpani, and 
a woodwind doubler — basically one instrument from each section –– and we had a score that was written for 
full orchestra. My job was to make them sound like a complete orchestra by creating a score reduction that 
could be played by three keyboardists. Each synth station had a Kurzweil K2600XS and a Receptor running 
the East West Platinum Pro XP Library. One keyboardist focused on brass, one on strings, and one on 
woodwinds. The percussionist played a Kat Controller and a fourth Receptor also with the EastWest Library. 

“Getting involved in the Broadway synth programming scene is great because, when I’m not touring, it’s like a 
local gig,” says the New Jersey-based artist. “But it’s a whole different world.” 

 

Oscillate! 
Whether he’s recreating a vintage sound for a Billy Joel arena concert or building digital orchestras for the next 
Broadway hit, David consistently demonstrates the highest level of mastery over his instruments. How can up-
and-coming synth heads work to achieve his level of programming expertise? “Learn the basics,” advises 
David. “Synths all work the same way. I was fortunate enough to learn on patch cable synthesizers — in those 
days, if you didn’t have your signal flow in order, you couldn’t get a sound! 

“The exact same signal flow is going on in synths today, except it happens on chips or in software. You can 
study until you’re blue in the face, but the technology you learn today might not be here tomorrow. Because 
I’ve had the basics, I’ve been able to adapt continuously through my career.” 

Listening to the right master synthesists is also vital, says David. “Tomita was one of my biggest influences as 
a young player. When I heard his Pictures at an Exhibition, I decided to get my first synthesizer. You gotta 
hear it! It will change your view of synthesis. He took it to places in the ’70s where people still haven’t taken it 
today. He created these massive orchestral works like Firebird Suite and The Planets and didn’t change 
anything in the compositions. He did them one note at a time on a modular synthesizer and it still sounds 
amazing even by today’s standards. 

“It’s so important to listen to stuff like that. I had a teacher at Berklee who had an ARP Odyssey in front of the 
class — it was current at the time I was in school — and he would play a sound and we couldn’t see the 
control panel. We had to sit at our desks and draw a block diagram of how the sound was created, just by 
listening to it. That was such fantastic ear training. It taught me the different components of synthesis and how 
they worked together, and it enabled me to hear any sound on any record and understand how it was put 
together.” 

 

Challenges 
The biggest challenge David faces when gigging with Billy Joel isn’t any particular song. “Keeping the 80 to 90 
songs that we could do at any given point in my fingers and in my brain, and being able to pull them up in a 
minute’s notice or less, is a huge challenge,” he says. “Sometimes he’ll bring up a song we haven’t played in a 
year and we won’t rehearse it — we’ll just do it. Sometimes he’ll just start playing, and you have to come in. 
I’ve never had that in any other gig. He loves living on the edge, and I’ve come to love it as well, doing 
something without rehearsal in front of 20,000 people.”  



 “I can’t even explain how that happens,” says David, referring to his ability to instantly recall so many songs. 
“It’s bizarre. But I’ve learned to trust that it’s going to come back. It comes from having really learned the song 
properly in the first place. Having a good ear helps, because you’re relying not only on your memory, but on 
hearing what the next chord change will be and where the piece is going to go.” 

Can Billy’s impromptu decisions make David nervous? Sure. Does it get in the way of him playing each song 
with the utmost vigor and precision? Not at all. “You have to learn how to use your nervous energy to your 
advantage,” he says. “A lot of people who are new to performing may clam up, but when you become more 
comfortable with it, it just becomes part of the energy you have when you’re up there. Trust your musical 
instincts and do what you do.”  

  

For more on David, visit www.davidrosenthal.com.  


